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Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant Vice President 
701 East Byrd Street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

Center for Homeownership and Economic Development requests a 60-day extension 
to the comment period and the scheduling of public hearings on capital One 
Financial corporationa€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Local and nationwide 
concerns about capital One and the banks they have acquired are so pervasive and 
serious that a 30-day written comment period will not suffice. Indeed, recent 
media reports indicate that capitol Onea€~s planned acquisitions now include the 
credit card division of HSBC, a division with its own checkered past. The public 
deserves an opportunity to fully and completely raise their concerns in open 
hearings across the country. 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

TOO-Big-to-Fail. capital Onea€~s proposed acqulsltlon represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank Wall street Reform and consumer protection Act 
(a€reDodd-Franka€D) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on Capital Onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transaction is in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. under these 
circumstances, a 30-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Evaluations. capital Onea€~s 
performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entities are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
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limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan statistical Area where the bank is 
headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to the retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act 
cCRA) under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to 
allow the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations 
would send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious Concerns about capital Onea€~s Business practices. We are concerned 
that recent changes to capital Onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580- 620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. capital 
Onea€~s denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital One. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
capital onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
west Virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, capital onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital One will seek to acquire 
HSBCa€~s credit card division. 

capital one's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital Onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration 7(a) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in 7(a) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in 7(a) loans. small businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. capitol Onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany capital Onea€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. 
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sincerely, 

[First Name] 
Center for Homeownership and Economic Development 

James Stroud 
Center for Homeownership and Economic Development 
186 windchime court , Suite 201- 8 
Raleigh, NC 27615 
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Adam Drimer 
Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond 

Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond 
Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant Vice President 
701 East Byrd Street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

The city of clarksburg, West virglnla requests a 60-day extension to the 
comment period and the scheduling of public hearings on capital One Financial 
corporationa€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Local and nationwide concerns 
about capital One and the banks they have acquired are so pervasive and serious 
that a 3~-day written comment period will not suffice. Indeed, recent media 
reports indicate that capitol Onea€~s planned acquisitions now include the credit 
card division of HSBC, a division with its own checkered past. The public 
deserves an opportunity to fully and completely raise their concerns in open 
hearings across the country. 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

Too-Big-to-Fail. capital onea€~s proposed acquisition represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank Wall street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 
(a€reDodd-Franka€O) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on capital onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transaction is in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. under these 
circumstances, a 3~-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Evaluations. capital onea€~s 
performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entities are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
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limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan statistical Area where the bank is 
headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to the retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act 
(CRA) under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to 
allow the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations 
would send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious Concerns about capital onea€~s Business practices. We are concerned 
that recent changes to capital Onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580-620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. Capital 
onea€~s denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital One. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
capital Onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
West virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, Capital onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital one will seek to acquire 
HSBCa€~s credit card division. 

capital One's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration lea) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in lCa) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in lea) loans. small businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. capitol Onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany capital Onea€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. 
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sincerely, 

James. c. Hunt 
city of Clarksburg, YN 

James Hunt 
city of clarksburg 
222 W. Main Street 
clarksburg, WV 26301 
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Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant vice President 
701 East Byrd Street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital Onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

coastal Enterprises, Inc., requests a 60-day extension to the comment period 
and the scheduling of public hearings on capital One Financial corporationa€~s 
proposal to acquire ING Direct. Local and nationwide concerns about capital One 
and the banks they have acquired are so pervasive and serious that a 30-day 
written comment period will not suffice. Indeed, recent media reports indicate 
that capitol onea€~s planned acquisitions now include the credit card division of 
HSBC, a division with its own checkered past. The public deserves an opportunity 
to fully and completely raise their concerns in open hearings across the country. 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

TOO-Big-to-Fail. capital onea€~s proposed acquisition represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 
(a€reDodd-Franka€D) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on capital onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transaction is in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. under these 
circumstances, a 30-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Evaluations. capital onea€~s 
performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entities are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
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limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan Statistical Area where the bank is 
headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to the retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act 
(CRA) under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to 
allow the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations 
would send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious Concerns about capital onea€~s Business practices. We are concerned 
that recent changes to capital Onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580-620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. capital 
Onea€~s denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital One. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
capital Onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
West virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, capital onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital One will seek to acquire 
HSBca€~s credit card division. 

capital one's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration lea) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in lea) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in lea) loans. small businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. capitol Onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany capital onea€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. 
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sincerely , 

Ronald L. phillips 
coastal Enterprises, Inc. 

Ron al d phil l i ps 
coastal Enterprises, Inc . 
P.O . Box 268 , 36 Water St . 
wiscasset, ME 04578 
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Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant Vice President 
701 East Byrd street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

[Name of group/personal information] requests a 60-day extension to the 
comment period and the scheduling of public hearings on capital One Financial 
corporationa€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Local and nationwide concerns 
about capital One and the banks they have acquired are so pervasive and serious 
that a 30-day written comment period will not suffice. Indeed, recent media 
reports indicate that capitol Onea€~s planned acquisitions now include the credit 
card division of HSBC, a division with its own checkered past. The public 
deserves an opportunity to fully and completely raise their concerns in open 
hearings across the country. 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

Too-Big-to-Fail. capital Onea€~s proposed acqulsltlon represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer protection Act 
(a€reDodd-Franka€o) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on capital onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transaction is in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. under these 
circumstances, a 30-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Evaluations. capital onea€~s 
performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entities are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital Onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
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limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan Statistical Area where the bank is 
headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to the retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act 
(CRA) under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to 
allow the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations 
would send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious Concerns about capital Onea€~s Business practices. We are concerned 
that recent changes to capital Onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580-620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. capital 
Onea€~s denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital One. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
capital onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
West virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, capital Onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital One will seek to acquire 
HSBCa€~s credit card division. 

capital one's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration lea) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in lea) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in lea) loans. small businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. capitol onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany capital onea€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. 
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Sincerely, 

[First Name] 
[Name of organization] 

Michelle crockett 
MAHA 
1803 Dorchester Ave 
Dorchester, MA 02124 
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Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant Vice president 
701 East Byrd Street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital Onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

The Fair Housing Center of Southeastern Michigan requests a 60-day extension 
to the comment period and the scheduling of public hearings on capital One 
Financial corporationa€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Local and nationwide 
concerns about capital One and the banks they have acquired are so pervasive and 
serious that a 30-day written comment period will not suffice. Indeed, recent 
media reports indicate that capitol Onea€~s planned acquisitions now include the 
credit card division of HSBC, a division with its own checkered past. The public 
deserves an opportunity to fully and completely raise their concerns in open 
hearings across the country. 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

Too-Big-to-Fail. capital onea€~s proposed acqulsltlon represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 
(a€reDodd-Franka€O) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on capital onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transaction is in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. under these 
circumstances, a 30-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Evaluations. capital onea€~s 
performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entities are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital Onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
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limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan Statistical Area where the bank is 
headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to the retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act 
(CRA) under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to 
allow the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations 
would send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious Concerns about capital onea€~s Business practices. We are concerned 
that recent changes to capital Onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580-620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. capital 
Onea€~s denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital One. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
capital onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
West virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, capital Onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital One will seek to acquire 
HSBCa€~s credit card division. 

capital One's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration lea) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in lea) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in lea) loans. small businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. Capitol Onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany capital Onea€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. 
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Sincerely, 

Kristen 
Fair Housing Center Of southeastern Michigan 

Kristen cuhran 
Fair Housing Center of southeastern Michigan 
300 North Fifth Avenue, suite 140 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104 
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Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant Vice president 
701 East Byrd Street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

[Name of group/personal information] requests a 60-day extension to the 
comment period and the scheduling of public hearings on capital One Financial 
corporationa€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Local and nationwide concerns 
about capital One and the banks they have acquired are so pervasive and serious 
that a 30-day written comment period will not suffice. Indeed, recent media 
reports indicate that capitol onea€~s planned acquisitions now include the credit 
card division of HSBC, a division with its own checkered past. The public 
deserves an opportunity to fully and completely raise their concerns in open 
hearings across the country . 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

TOO-Big-to-Fail. capital Onea€~s proposed acquisition represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank wall Street Reform and consumer protection Act 
(a€reDodd-Franka€D) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on capital onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transaction is in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. under these 
circumstances, a 30-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Evaluations. capital Onea€~s 
performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entities are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
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limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan statistical Area where the bank is 
headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to the retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act 
(CRA) under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to 
allow the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations 
would send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious Concerns about capital onea€~s Business Practices. We are concerned 
that recent changes to capital Onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580-620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. capital 
onea€~s denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital One. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
capital Onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
west virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, Capital onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital One will seek to acquire 
HSBCa€~s credit card division. 

capital one's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration 7(a) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in 7ea) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in 7(a) loans. small businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. capitol onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany capital onea€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. 
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sincerely, 

[First Name] 
[Name of organization] 

Andrea Gil 
1732 East 53 street 
Brooklyn, NY 11234 
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August 17,2011 

Adam M. Drimer, Assistant Vice President 
Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond 
701 East Byrd Street 
Richmond, VA 23261 

Fax: 804-697-4021 

RE: Capital One application to acquire INO Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

emailed to: adam.drimer@rich.frb.org 

This letter concerns Capital One's application to acquire ING Direct. Housing and Economic 
Rights Advocates (HERA) asks the Federal Reserve to withhold approval ofthe application 
without a written CRA commitment from Capital One to California counties from which the 
proposed institution has received significant deposits or has a significant lending presence. The 
proposed financial institution would be the fi fth largest U.S. bank by deposits and have a 
banking presence far beyond the nine states where it has branches. The complexities of the 
proposed mergers necessitate an extended comment period and Federal Reserve public hearings 
in California. 

HERA is a California statewide, not-for-profit legal service and advocacy organization. HERA's 
mission is to ensure that all people are protected from discrimination and economic abuses, 
especially in the realm of housing. We focus particularly on the needs ofthose who are most 
vulnerable, which includes lower-income people, the elderly, immigrants, people of color and 
people with disabilities. Since opening our doors in 2005, we have served over 6000 
Calitornians, primarily homeowners, many of whom were victims of pre datoryl unfair lending 
practices, foreclosure rescue scams and abusive servicing practices. 

The proposed institution's credit card, small business, auto and mortgage lending as well as 
deposit taking for investments have extensive impact on California despite having only two 
offices (San francisco and Los Angeles). Their lending in our county and the state, has been 
disproportionately scarce in low and moderate income areas and to minority- and women-owned 
businesses. There is a lack of California communitY,development lending and investment even 
though ING Direct recognized its obligation to five metropolitan areas of California in its 
internal goals. Capital One has shown a lack of response to community needs in its lending. 

The extent ofthe proposed new institution's profit-making from numerous products in California 
demands that there be a significant community development commitment to California counties 
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where it bas and wiIl have significant presence. It is critioal that public hearings are held in 
San Francisco and Los Angeles {o offer an opportunity for those communities who will clearly 
be impacted by the proposed institution to identify community impact and needs before any 
decision on the application is made. 

Please respond in writing to thls letter and place a copy in Capital One's puhlic eRA file. 

7f' 
Maeve Elise BroWn, Esq. 
Executive Director 

HERACA.ORG 

phone 510.271.8443 
fax 510.868.4521 

181<1 franklin st., ste., 1040, oakland ca 94612 
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Adam Drimer 
Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond 

Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond 
Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant vice president 
701 East Byrd Street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital Onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

[Name of group/personal information] requests a 60-day extension to the 
comment period and the scheduling of public hearings on capital One Financial 
corporationa€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Local and nationwide concerns 
about capital One and the banks they have acquired are so pervasive and serious 
that a 30-day written comment period will not suffice. Indeed, recent media 
reports indicate that capitol Onea€~s planned acquisitions now include the credit 
card division of HSBC, a division with its own checkered past. The public 
deserves an opportunity to fully and completely raise their concerns in open 
hearings across the country. 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

Too-Big-to-Fail. capital onea€~s proposed acqulsltlon represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer protection Act 
(a€reDodd-Franka€D) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on capital onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transaction is in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. under these 
circumstances, a 30-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Evaluations. capital onea€~s 
performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entities are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital Onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
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limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan Statistical Area where the bank is 
headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to the retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act 
(CRA) under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to 
allow the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations 
would send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious Concerns about capital onea€~s Business practices. We are concerned 
that recent changes to capital Onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580-620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. capital 
Onea€~s denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital One. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
Capital onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
West virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, capital Onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital One will seek to acquire 
HSBca€~s credit card division. 

capital One's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration 7(a) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in 7(a) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in 7(a) loans. small businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. capitol onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany capital Onea€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. 
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Sincerely, 

[Fi rst Name] 
[Name of organization] 

Cleber1: Merat 
M.C. LIBRARY EDUCATION CENTER CORP 
P.O. BOX 322 
DOUGLASVILLE, FL 30133 
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Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond 

Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond 
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Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant Vice President 
701 East Byrd Street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

[Name of group/personal information] requests a 60-day extension to the 
comment period and the scheduling of public hearings on capital One Financial 
corporationa€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Local and nationwide concerns 
about capital One and the banks they have acquired are so pervasive and serious 
that a 30-day written comment period will not suffice. Indeed, recent media 
reports indicate that capitol onea€~s planned acquisitions now include the credit 
card division of HSBC, a division with its own checkered past. The public 
deserves an opportunity to fully and completely raise their concerns in open 
hearings across the country. 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

TOO-Big-to-Fail. capital Onea€~s proposed acquisition represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 
(a€~Dodd-Franka€D) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on capital onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transaction is in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. under these 
circumstances, a 30-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Evaluations. capital onea€~s 
performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entities are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital Onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
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limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan statistical Area where the bank is 
headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to the retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act 
(CRA) under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to 
allow the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations 
would send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious concerns about capital onea€~s Business practices. We are concerned 
that recent changes to Capital Onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, Capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580-620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. capital 
Onea€~s denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital One. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
capital Onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
West virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, capital onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital One will seek to acquire 
HSBCa€~s credit card division. 

capital One's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital Onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration lea) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in lea) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in lea) loans. small businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. capitol Onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany capital Onea€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. 
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sincerely, 

[Fi rst Name] 
[Name of organization] 

Barbara Ri ce 
MAHA 
66 Hall i day St 
Roslindale, MA 02131 
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Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant Vice President 
701 East Byrd Street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

On behalf of the Massachusetts Affordable Housing Alliance (MAHA), we request a 
60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling of public hearings on 
capital One Financial corporationa€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Local and 
nationwide concerns about capital One and the banks they have acquired are so 
pervasive and serious that a 30-day written comment period will not suffice. 
Indeed, recent media reports indicate that capitol Onea€~s planned acquisitions 
now include the credit card division of HSBC, a division with its own checkered 
past. The public deserves an opportunity to fully and completely raise their 
concerns in open hearings across the country. 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

No Boston area CRA commitment: capital One recently announced plans to 
open bank branches in the Boston area marking their entry into one of the 
nation's largest markets. However, the bank has not contacted local community 
organizations nor has it announced any lending or CRA commitments to the area. 

Too-Big-to-Fail. capital onea€~s proposed acqulsltlon represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 
(a€reDodd-Franka€D) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on capital onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transaction is in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. under these 
circumstances, a 30-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Evaluations. capital onea€~s ~ 
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performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entltles are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan statistical Area where the bank is 
headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to the retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act 
(CRA) under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to 
allow the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations 
would send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious Concerns about capital onea€~s Business practices. We are concerned 
that recent changes to capital Onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580-620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. Capital 
Onea€~s denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital One. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
capital Onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
West virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, Capital onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital One will seek to acquire 
HSBCa€~s credit card division. 

capital One's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital Onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration lea) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in lea) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in lea) loans. small businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. capitol Onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
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days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany capital onea€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. 

si ncerely , 

Thomas Callahan 
Executive Director 
Massachusetts Affordable Housing Alliance 

Thomas Callahan 
MA Affordable Housing Alliance 
1803 Dorchester Avenue 
Dorchester, MA 02124 
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Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant vice President 
701 East Byrd street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital Onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

The Miami Dade Affordable Housing Foundation, Inc. requests a 60-day extension 
to the comment period and the scheduling of public hearings on capital One 
Financial corporationa€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Local and nationwide 
concerns about capital One and the banks they have acquired are so pervasive and 
serious that a 30-day written comment period will not suffice. Indeed, recent 
media reports indicate that capitol Onea€~s planned acquisitions now include the 
credit card division of HSBC, a division with its own checkered past. The public 
deserves an opportunity to fully and completely raise their concerns in open 
hearings across the country. 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

TOO-Big-to-Fail. capital onea€~s proposed acqulsltlon represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank Wall street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 
(a€reDodd-Franka€D) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on capital onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transaction is in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. under these 
circumstances, a 30-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Evaluations. capital onea€~s 
performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entities are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital Onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
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limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan statistical Area where the bank is 
headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to the retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act 
(CRA) under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to 
allow the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations 
would send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious concerns about capital Onea€~s Business Practices. We are concerned 
that recent changes to capital Onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580-620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. capital 
onea€~s denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital One. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
capital Onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
West virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, capital Onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital One will seek to acquire 
HSBCa€~s credit card division. 

capital one's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital Onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration lea) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in lea) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in lea) loans. small businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. capitol Onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany Capital Onea€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. 
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sincerely, 

opal A. Jones 
Miami Dade Affordable Housing Foundation, Inc. 

opal Jo 

Miami Dade Affordable Housing Foundation, Inc. 
7300 NW 19 Street, Suite 502 
Miami, FL 33126 
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Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant vice president 
701 East Byrd street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital Onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

[M-SLICE] requests a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
of public hearings on capital One Financial corporationa€~s proposal to acquire 
ING Direct. Local and nationwide concerns about capital One and the banks they 
have acquired are so pervasive and serious that a 30-day written comment period 
will not suffice. Indeed, recent media reports indicate that capitol onea€~s 
planned acquisitions now include the credit card division of HSBC, a division 
with its own checkered past. The public deserves an opportunity to fully and 
completely raise their concerns in open hearings across the country. 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

TOO-Big-to-Fail. capital Onea€~s proposed acqulsltlon represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank wall street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 
Ca€~Dodd-Franka€D) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on capital Onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transaction is in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. under these 
circumstances, a 30-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Evaluations. capital onea€~s 
performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entities are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital Onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan statistical Area where the bank is 
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headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to the retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act 
(CRA) under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to 
allow the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations 
would send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious Concerns about capital onea€~s Business practices. We are concerned 
that recent changes to capital Onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580-620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. capital 
onea€~s denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital One. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
capital Onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
West virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, capital Onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital one will seek to acquire 
HSBCa€~s credit card division. 

capital one's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital Onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration lea) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in lea) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in lea) loans. small businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. capitol Onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany capital Onea€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. 
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sincerely, 

[Allison] 
[M_SLICE] 

Allison Pittman 
M-SLICE 
1226 Bristol Lane 
St. Louis, MO 63106 
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Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant vice President 
701 East Byrd Street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital Onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

NCAll Research Inc. requests a 60-day extension to the comment period and the 
scheduling of public hearings on capital One Financial corporationa€~s proposal 
to acquire ING Direct. local and nationwide concerns about capital One and the 
banks they have acquired are so pervasive and serious that a 30-day written 
comment period will not suffice. Indeed, recent media reports indicate that 
capitol Onea€~s planned acquisitions now include the credit card division of HSBC, 

a division with its own checkered past. The public deserves an opportunity to 
fully and completely raise their concerns in open hearings across the country. 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

Too-Big-to-Fail. capital onea€~s proposed acqulsltlon represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank wall street Reform and consumer Protection Act 
(a€reDodd-Franka€O) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on capital onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transaction is in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. under these 
circumstances, a 30-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Evaluations. capital Onea€~s 
performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entities are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital Onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan statistical Area where the bank is 
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headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to the retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act 
(CRA) under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to 
allow the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations 
would send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious Concerns about capital onea€~s Business practices. We are concerned 
that recent changes to capital onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580-620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. capital 
onea€~s denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital one. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
Capital Onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
West virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, capital Onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital One will seek to acquire 
HSBCa€~s credit card division. 

capital one's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital Onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration 7(a) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in 7(a) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in 7(a) loans. small businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. capitol onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany capital onea€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. 
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sincerely, 

NCAll Research Inc. 

Karen speakman 
NCAll Research Inc 
363 saulsbury Road 
Dover, DE 19904 
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Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond 
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Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant Vice president 
701 East Byrd street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital Onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

Kobie pruitt of NCRC requests a 60-day extension to the comment period and the 
scheduling of public hearings on capital One Financial corporationa€~s proposal 
to acquire ING Direct. Local and nationwide concerns about capital One and the 
banks they have acquired are so pervasive and serious that a 3~-day written 
comment period will not suffice. Indeed, recent media reports indicate that 
capitol Onea€~s planned acquisitions now include the credit card division of HSBC, 

a division with its own checkered past. The public deserves an opportunity to 
fully and completely raise their concerns in open hearings across the country. 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

Too-Big-to-Fail. capital Onea€~s proposed acquisition represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank Wall street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 
(a€~Dodd-Franka€D) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on capital -onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transaction is in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. under these 
circumstances, a 30-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Evaluations. capital onea€~s 
performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entities are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan statistical Area where the bank is 
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headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to the retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act 
(CRA) under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to 
allow the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations 
would send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious Concerns about capital onea€~s Business practices. We are concerned 
that recent changes to capital onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580-620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. Capital 
onea€~s denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital One. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
capital onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
West virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, Capital Onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows Capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital one will seek to acquire 
HSBca€~s credit card division. 

capital one's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital Onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration 7(a) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in 7(a) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in 7(a) loans. small businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. capitol onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany capital Onea€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. 
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sincerely, 

Kobie Pruitt 
National community Reinvestment coalition 

Kobie Pruitt 
NCRC 
727 15th Street, NW 
washington, DC 20005 
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Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant vice President 
701 East Byrd Street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital Onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

Dr. Oscar F. Gil requests a 60-day extension to the comment period and the 
scheduling of public hearings on capital One Financial corporationa€~s proposal 
to acquire ING Direct. Local and nationwide concerns about capital One and the 
banks they have acquired are so pervasive and serious that a 30-day written 
comment period will not suffice. Indeed, recent media reports indicate that 
capitol onea€~s planned acquisitions now include the credit card division of HSBC, 

a division with its own checkered past. The public deserves an opportunity to 
fully and completely raise their concerns in open hearings across the country. 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

TOO-Big-to-Fail. capital onea€~s proposed acqulsltlon represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank Wall street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 
(a€reDodd-Franka€O) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on capital Onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transaction is in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. under these 
circumstances, a 30-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Evaluations. capital onea€~s 
performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entities are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital Onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan statistical Area where the bank is 
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headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to the retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act 
(CRA) under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to 
allow the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations 
would send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious Concerns about capital onea€~s Business practices. We are concerned 
that recent changes to Capital onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, Capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580-620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. Capital 
Onea€~s denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital One. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
capital onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
West virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, Capital onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital One will seek to acquire 
HSBCa€~s credit card division. 

capital one's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital Onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration 7(a) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in 7(a) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in 7(a) loans. small businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. capitol Onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany capital Onea€ms proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. 
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sincerely, 

Dr. Oscar F. Gil 

Oscar Gil 
1732 East 53rd Street 
Brooklyn, NY 11234 
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Pacific Coast Regional 
Small Business Development Corporation 

Mark J. Robertson, Sr. 
President/Ch lef Executive Office r 

August 17, 201 

Adam M. Drimer, Assistant Vice President 
Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond 
701 East Byrd Street 
Richmond, VA 23261 

RE: Capital One application to acquire INO Direct 

Dear Mr. Drhner: 

NO, 5400 p, 2 

Vin Fax Only 
Fax: 804-697-4021 

This letter concerns Capital One's application to acquire lNG Direct. On behalf of the board and staff of Pacific 
Coast Regional Small Business Development Corporation (PCR) I ask that the Federal Reserve withhold approval 
of the application without a. written CRA commi1ment from Capital One, to California counties from which the 
proposed institution has received significant deposits or has a significant lending presence. The proposed financial 
institution would be the flfth largest U.s. bank by deposits and have a banking presence fat beyond the nine states 
where it has branches. The complexities of the proposed merger necessitate an extended COlument period, and 
Federal Reserve public hearings in California. 

PCR is a private non-profit, 50l-C3 corporation in the midst of its 35th year of helping entrepreneurs take their 
places as vital contributors to the Southem California economy. PCR uses a combination of state, federal and 
private resources to provide small business tending and technical support to low and moderate income, women and 
minority small business persons that axe least able to otherwise afford such services. 

The proposed institution's credit card, small business, auto and mortgage lending as well as deposit taking for 
investments have extensive impact on California despite having only two offices (San Francisco and Los Angeles). 
Their lending ill our county and the state has been disproportionately scarce in low and moderate income areas and 
to minority- and women-owned businesses. There is a lack of California community development lending .and 
investment evel1 though ING Direct recognized its obligation to five metropolitan areas of Califomia in its intemal 
goals. Capital One has shown a lack of response to community needs in its lending, 

The extent of the proposed new institution's profit-making from numerous products in California demands that 
there be a significant community development commitment to California counties where it has and will have 
significant presence. It is cdtical that public hearings are held in San Francisco and Los Angeles to offer an 
opportunity for those communities who will clearly be impacted by the proposed institution to identify connnunity 
impact and needs before any decision on the application is made. 

Please respond in writing to this letter and place a copy in Capital One's public CRA file. 

Mark 1. Robertson, Sr. 
President/CEO 

3:255 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1501 • Los Angeles, CA 90010 • 213,739.2999 T • 213.739.0639 F • www,pcrc:orp.org 
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Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant vice President 
701 East Byrd Street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

The PERICO Institute for Youth Development and Entrepreneurship requests a 60-
day extension to the comment period and the scheduling of public hearings on 
capital One Financial corporationa€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Local and 
nationwide concerns about capital One and the banks they have acquired are so 
pervasive and serious that a 3~-day written comment period will not suffice. 
Indeed, recent media reports indicate that capitol Onea€~s planned acquisitions 
now include the credit card division of HSBC, a division with its own checkered 
past. The public deserves an opportunity to fully and completely raise their 
concerns in open hearings across the country. 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

TOO-Big-to-Fail. capital onea€~s proposed acqulsltlon represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 
(a€reDodd-Franka€D) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on capital onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transaction is in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. under these 
circumstances, a 3~-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Evaluations. capital onea€~s 
performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entities are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
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limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan Statistical Area where the bank is 
headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to the retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act 
(CRA) under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to 
allow the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations 
would send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious concerns about capital onea€~s Business practices. We are concerned 
that recent changes to capital Onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580-620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. capital 
onea€~s denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital one. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
capital onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
West virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, capital onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital One will seek to acquire 
HSBCa€~s credit card division. 

capital One's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration lea) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in lea) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in lea) loans. small businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. capitol onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany capital onea€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment . 
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Sincerely, 

charles Perry 
cm 
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The PERICO Institute for Youth Development and Entrepreneurship 

charles perry 
PRIYDE 
350 w woodrow wilson St suite 300 
Jackson, MS 39213 
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Adam Drimer 
Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond 

Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond 
Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant Vice President 
701 East Byrd Street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital Onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

De arM r. Dr i me r : 

I, Sue Peterson, am requesting a 60-day extension to the comment period and 
the scheduling of public hearings on capital one Financial corporationa€~s 
proposal to acquire ING Direct. Local and nationwide concerns about capital One 
and the banks they have acquired are so pervasive and serious that a 30-day 
written comment period will not suffice. Indeed, recent media reports indicate 
that capitol onea€~s planned acquisitions now include the credit card division of 
HSBC, a division with its own checkered past. The public deserves an opportunity 
to fully and completely raise their concerns in open hearings across the country. 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

TOO-Big-to-Fail. capital onea€~s proposed acqulsltlon represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 
(a€reDodd-Franka€D) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on capital onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transact~on is in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. under these 
circumstances, a 30-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Ev~luations. capital onea€~s 
performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entities are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital Onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
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limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan statistical Area where the bank is 
headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act (CRA) 
under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to allow 
the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations would 
send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious Concerns about capital onea€~s Business practices. We are concerned 
that recent changes to capital Onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580-620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. capital 
Onea€~s denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital one. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
capital Onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
West virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, Capital onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital One will seek to acquire 
HSBCa€~s credit card division. 

capital One's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration lea) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in lea) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in lea) loans. small businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. capitol onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany capital Onea€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. 
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sincerely, 

sue Peterson 
concerned Citizen in california 

Sue Peterson 
19 Baltar Loop #2 
chico, CA 95973 
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Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant vice President 
701 East Byrd Street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital Onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

I request a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling of 
public hearings on capital One Financial corporationa€~s proposal to acquire ING 
Direct. Local and nationwide concerns about capital One and the banks they have 
acquired are so pervasive and serious that a 30-day written comment period will 
not suffice. Indeed, recent media reports indicate that capitol onea€~s planned 
acquisitions now include the credit card division of HSBC, a division with its 
own checkered past. The public deserves an opportunity to fully and completely 
raise their concerns in open hearings across the country. 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

TOO-Big-to-Fail. capital onea€~s proposed acquisition represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank wall Street Reform and consumer Protection Act 
(a€reDodd-Franka€O) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on capital onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transaction 1s in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. under these 
circumstances, a 30-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Evaluations. capital onea€~s 
performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entities are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital Onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan statistical Area where the bank is 
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headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to the retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act 
(eRA) under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to 
allow the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations 
would send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious concerns about capital onea€~s Business practices. We are concerned 
that recent changes to capital onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580-620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. capital 
onea€~s denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital One. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
Capital onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
West virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, Capital Onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital One will seek to acquire 
HSBCa€~s credit card division. 

capital One's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital Onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration 7(a) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in 7(a) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in 7(a) loans. small businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. capitol onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany capital onea€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. 
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Sincerely, 

Dee walsh 
REACH community Development, Inc. 

Dee Walsh 
REACH 
1135 SE salmon 
portland, OR 97214 
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S.·T.A.N.D. 
Stocktonlans Taking Action to Neutr.lll~e Drug~ 

P.O. Box 3023] - mail address phone: (209) 937~7625 
fax: (209) 939·9l47 

H 
~L.AL 

1209 East 8th Street - street address 
Stockton. California 95213 

August 17,2011 

Adam M. Drimer, Assistant Vice President 
rc:dcraI Rt:::ierve Bank of Richmond 
701 East Byrd Street 
Richmond, VA 23261 

R.E: capital One application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

This letter concerns Capital One' s application' to acquire lNG Direct. The S.T.A.N.D. Affot·da.bIe 
HOUSing Program asks the Federal Reserve to withhold approval of the application without a written CRA 
commitment from Capital One to California counties from which the proposed i.nstitution has received 
significant deposits or hns a significam ltmding presence. The proposed tinancial institution would be the 
fifth largest U.S. ban~ by deposits and have a banking presence far beyond the nine states where it has 
branches. The complexities of the proposed mergers nece~sit~te an extended oOltltnent poriod nnd Pi::dcral 
Reserve public hearings in California. 

S.T.A.N.D. is a cOlllmunily organization that organized in June of 1990. OUf goal is to address the many 
concerns that our community deals with on a day to day basis. Not only do we address the i.ssu~ around 
crime, drugs and drug activity and gang Rctivity. we also deal with many issues around housillg, 
mortgages and payday loans. 

The Pl'opust:d Institution '5 credit card, smaJl business, auto and mortga.ge lending as well as deposit taking 
for in,{estments have extensive impact on California despite having only two offices (San Francisco and 
Los Angeles). Their lending in our county and the 5tate has been disprupurtionately scarce in .Iow and 
moderate income areas and to minority- and women-owned businesses. There is a lack of California 
community development lending and investment even though lNG Dhcct recognized its ohlie'Rtion to five 
metropolltan areas of CalUornia in its internal goals. Capital One has shown a lack of response to 
community needs in its lending. 

The extent of the pro.posed new institution 's profit-making from nu"merous products in California 
demands that there be a significant community development commitment to California e.ounties where it 
has and will have significant presence. It is critical that pubJic hearings are held in San Francisco and Los 
Angeles to offer an opportunity for those communities who will clearly be impacted by the proposed 
institution to identitY oommunity impaot and nc:cds bd'ore any decislon on the application is made. 

Please respond in writing to this letter and plaee a copy in Capital One's puhlic eRA file. 

~incer:, n~ . I.J( ~ 

Larry ohnson, ST Program Director 
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Adam Drimer 
Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond 

Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond 
Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant vice President 
701 East Byrd street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital Onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

[Name of group/personal information] requests a 60-day extension to the 
comment period and the scheduling of public hearings on capital One Financial 
corporationa€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Local and nationwide concerns 
about capital One and the banks they have acquired are so pervasive and serious 
that a 30-day written comment period will not suffice. Indeed, recent media 
reports indicate that capitol onea€~s planned acquisitions now include the credit 
card division of HSBC, a division with its own checkered past. The public 
deserves an opportunity to fully and completely raise their concerns in open 
hearings across the country. 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

TOO-Big-to-Fail. capital onea€~s proposed acquisition represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 
(a€reDodd-Franka€D) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on capital onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transaction is in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. under these 
circumstances, a 30-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Evaluations. capital onea€~s 
performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entities are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital Onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
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limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan statistical Area where the bank is 
headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to the retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act 
(CRA) under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to 
allow the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations 
would send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious Concerns about capital Onea€~s Business Practices. We are concerned 
that recent changes to capital onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580-620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. capital 
onea€~s denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital One. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
capital Onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
west virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, capital onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital One will seek to acquire 
HSBCa€~s credit card division. 

capital one's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital Onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration 7(a) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in 7ea) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in 7ea) loans. small businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. capitol onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany capital onea€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. 
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sincerely, 

Dana scott 
NCRC 

Dana Scott 
NCRC 
727 15th St. NW 
washington, DC 20005 
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Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond 
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Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant vice President 
701 East Byrd Street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

select Milwaukee, Inc. requests a 60-day extension to the comment period and 
the scheduling of public hearings on capital one Financial corporationa€~s 
proposal to acquire ING Direct. Local and nationwide concerns about capital One 
and the banks they have acquired are so pervasive and serious that a 30-day 
written comment period will not suffice. Indeed, recent media reports indicate 
that capitol Onea€~s planned acquisitions now include the credit card division of 
HSBC, a division with its own checkered past. The public deserves an opportunity 
to fully and completely raise their concerns in open hearings across the country. 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

TOO-Big-to-Fail. capital onea€~s proposed acqulsltlon represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and consumer Protection Act 
(a€~Dodd-Franka€D) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on capital onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transaction is in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. under these 
circumstances, a 30-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Evaluations. capital onea€~s 
performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entities are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital Onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
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limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan statistical Area where the bank is 
headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to the retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act 
(CRA) under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to 
allow the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations 
would send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious Concerns about capital onea€~s Business practices. we are concerned 
that recent changes to capital Onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580-620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. capital 
onea€ms denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital One. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
capital onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
West virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, capital onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital One will seek to acquire 
HSBCa€~s credit card division. 

capital one's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration lea) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in lea) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in lea) loans. small businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. capitol onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany capital onea€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. 
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Sincerely, 

Irma Yepez Klassen 
select Milwaukee, Inc. 

Irma Yepez Klassen 
select Milwaukee, Inc. 
2209 N. Dr. MLK, Jr. Drive 
Milwaukee, WI 53212 
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Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant Vice President 
701 East Byrd Street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital Onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

St. petersburg Neighborhood Housing services, Inc. requests a 60-day extension 
to the comment period and the scheduling of public hearings on capital One 
Financial corporationa€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Local and nationwide 
concerns about capital one and the banks they have acquired are so pervasive and 
serious that a 30-day written comment period will not suffice. Indeed, recent 
media reports indicate that capitol onea€~s planned acquisitions now include the 
credit card division of HSBC, a division with its own checkered past. The public 
deserves an opportunity to fully and completely raise their concerns in open 
hearings across the country. 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

Too-Big-to-Fail. capital onea€~s proposed acqulsltlon represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 
(a€reDodd-Franka€D) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on capital Onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transaction is in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. under these 
circumstances, a 30-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Evaluations. capital Onea€~s 
performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entities are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital Onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
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limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan Statistical Area where the bank is 
headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to the retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act 
(CRA) under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to 
allow the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations 
would send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious concerns about capital Onea€~s Business practices. We are concerned 
that recent changes to capital onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580-620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. capital 
Onea€~s denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital One. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
capital Onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
West virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, capital onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital One will seek to acquire 
HSBCa€~s credit card division. 

capital One's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration 7(a) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in 7ea) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in 7ea) loans. ~mall businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. capitol Onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany capital Onea€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. 
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Since rely , 

Deborah scanlan, president and CEO 
St. petersburg Nei gh borhood Housing services , Inc. 

Deborah scanlan 
St . petersburg Nei ghborhood Housing servi ces , Inc . 
1600 Dr. Martin Luther King south 
St. Petersburg, FL 33701 
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Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant vice President 
701 East Byrd street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital Onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

[Name of group/personal information] requests a 60-day extension to the 
comment period and the scheduling of public hearings on capital One Financial 
corporationa€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Local and nationwide concerns 
about capital One and the banks they have acquired are so pervasive and serious 
that a 30-day written comment period will not suffice. Indeed, recent media 
reports indicate that capitol onea€~s planned acquisitions now include the credit 
card division of HSBC, a division with its own checkered past. The public 
deserves an opportunity to fully and completely raise their concerns in open 
hearings across the country. 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

TOo-Big-to-Fail. capital onea€~s proposed acquisition represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 
(a€reDodd-Franka€D) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on capital onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transaction is in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. under these 
circumstances, a 30-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Evaluations. capital onea€~s 
performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entities are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
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limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan statistical Area where the bank is 
headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to the retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act 
(CRA) under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to 
allow the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations 
would send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious Concerns about capital Onea€~s Business Practices. we are concerned 
that recent changes to capital Onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580-620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. capital 
Onea€~s denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital One. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
capital onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
West virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, capital onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital One will seek to acquire 
HSBca€~s credit card division. 

capital one's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital Onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration lea) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in lea) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in lea) loans. small businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. capitol onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany capital Onea€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. 
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sincerely, 

[Fi rst Name] 
[Name of organization] 

John Taylor 
201 Stratford St. 
Boston, MA 02132 
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Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant Vice President 
701 East Byrd Street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Dri mer: 

We Help community Development corporation requests a 60-day extension to the 
comment period and the scheduling of public hearings on capital One Financial 
corporationa€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Local and nationwide concerns 
about capital One and the banks they have acquired are so pervasive and serious 
that a 30-day written comment period will not suffice. Indeed, recent media 
reports indicate that capitol Onea€~s planned acquisitions now include the credit 
card division of HSBC, a division with its own checkered past. The public 
deserves an opportunity to fully and completely raise their concerns in open 
hearings across the country. 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

TOO-Big-to-Fail. capital onea€~s proposed acqulsltlon represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank Wall street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 
(a€reDodd-Franka€D) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on capital onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transaction is in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. under these 
circumstances, a 30-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Evaluations. capital Onea€~s 
performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entities are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital Onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
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limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan statistical Area where the bank is 
headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to the retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act 
cCRA) under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to 
allow the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations 
would send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious concerns about capital onea€~s Business practices. We are concerned 
that recent changes to capital Onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580-620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. capital 
onea€~s denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital One. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
capital onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
West virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, capital onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital One will seek to acquire 
HSBCa€~s credit card division. 

capital One's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration 7(a) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in 7Ca) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in 7(a) loans. small businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. capitol onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany capital onea€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. 
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si ncerel y, 

Dorothy Walkerj CEO 
We Help community Development corp 

Dorothy walker 
We Help community Development corporation 
349 SE 3rd St 
Belle Glade, FL 33430 
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Attn: Adam M. Drimer, Assistant Vice President 
701 East Byrd Street 
Richmond, VA 23261-4528 

Re: Request for a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling 
public meetings on capital Onea€~s application to acquire ING Direct 

Dear Mr. Drimer: 

I request a 60-day extension to the comment period and the scheduling of 
public hearings on capital One Financial corporationa€~s proposal to acquire ING 
Direct. Local and nationwide concerns about capital One and the banks they have 
acquired are so pervasive and serious that a 30-day written comment period will 
not suffice. Indeed, recent media reports indicate that capitol onea€~s planned 
acquisitions now include the credit card division of HSBC, a division with its 
own checkered past. The public deserves an opportunity to fully and completely 
raise their concerns in open hearings across the country. 

In addition, we believe the following concerns also justify our request: 

TOO-Big-to-Fail. capital onea€~s proposed acqulsltlon represents the first 
true test of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 
(a€reDodd-Franka€D) requirement that the Federal Reserve Board analyze systemic 
risk. congress did not intend for systemically important financial institutions 
to be allowed to grow without clear and significant public benefits. Allowing 
public hearings on capital onea€~s proposed acquisition makes good on Dodd
Franka€~s commitment to hold systemically important financial institutions to a 
higher standard. It also realizes Dodd-Franka€~s promise to make the financial 
regulatory process more transparent. simply put, the Federal Reserve Board should 
not make a decision on whether this transaction is in the public interest without 
first giving the public a meaningful opportunity to express concerns. Under these 
circumstances, a 30-day written comment period is not meaningful for such a 
complex transaction. 

Out-of-Date community Reinvestment Act Evaluations. capital onea€~s 
performance evaluations under CRA for its two corporate entities are four and six 
years old, and its new evaluation is expected to be released this fall. For this 
reason alone, the Federal Reserve Board should extend the comment period to use 
the new exam as the basis for judging capital Onea€~s performance. This will also 
allow the public the same benefit. In addition, ING Directa€~s CRA exam was 
limited to the wilmington, DE, Metropolitan statistical Area where the bank is 
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headquartered, but ING Direct has a national reach. Given the Federal Reserve 
Boarda€~s effort to the retain enforcement of the community Reinvestment Act 
(CRA) under Dodd-Frank, any failure to extend the comment period long enough to 
allow the Federal Reserve Board and the public time to analyze the evaluations 
would send a negative signal about the Federal Reserve Boarda€~s commitment to 
enforcing CRA. 

serious Concerns about capital onea€~s Business practices. We are concerned 
that recent changes to capital onea€~s business policies have led to a pattern of 
discriminatory lending. For example, in 2010, capital One implemented a policy 
that cut off Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans to borrowers with credit 
scores between 580-620 even though FHA fully guarantees these loans. capital 
onea€~s denial has a disparate impact by race in violation of our nationa€~s anti
discrimination laws. In fact, there are active lending discrimination complaints 
against capital one. A review of CRA exams, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data, 
and small business loan data demonstrate significant inconsistencies in the 
performance of the two banks in making services and branches available to low-
and moderate-income communities. 

We also have serious concerns about the potentially predatory nature of 
capital onea€~s credit card lending practices. Attorneys General in Minnesota, 
West virginia and california have each investigated capital One for engaging 
false and misleading credit card marketing. As the victims of these predatory 
practices, capital onea€~s current and past customers deserve an opportunity to 
express their concerns before the Federal Reserve Board allows Capital One to 
expand. This need is reinforced by the news that capital one will seek to acquire 
HSBca€~s credit card division. 

capital one's pattern of disinvestment from low- and moderate-income 
areas and communities of color is further demonstrated by their small business 
lending record. capital onea€~s small business lending under the small Business 
Administration 7ea) lending programs, a major source of business loans for 
minorities, women and veterans, has essentially evaporated over the past four 
years. In 2006, capital One had roughly $22 billion in assets and did $228 
million in 7ea) lending. By 2010, it had grown to over $96 billion in assets, but 
astonishingly made less than $600,000 in 7(a) loans. small businesses are the 
backbone of our economy and they have been the principal catalyst for the 
economic recovery in the previous two recessions. capitol onea€~s abandonment of 
a major small business lending market for women, minorities and veterans at such 
a crucial time is too significant to permit a 30-day comment period with no 
hearings for the public to weigh in on these concerns. 

These issues are far too important to resolve behind closed doors and in 30 
days. We respectfully urge the Federal Reserve Board to extend the comment period 
by 60 days and hold five public hearings across the country to ensure that an 
adequate opportunity exists for the public to express the serious concerns that 
accompany capital Onea€~s proposal to acquire ING Direct. Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. 
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sincerely, 

Marcia West 

Marcia West 
445 Newton pl NW 
washington, DC 20010, DC 20010 
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